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Abstract. Large language models (LLMs), exemplified by the advanced AI tool ChatGPT
in 2023, have demonstrated remarkable capabilities in generating sentences, images, and pro-
gram codes, driven by their development from extensive datasets. With over 100 million users
worldwide, ChatGPT stands out as a leader among LLMs. Previous studies have shown its
proficiency in generating program source codes for the symmetric-key block ciphers AES,
CHAM, and ASCON. This study ventures into the implementation of cryptanalytic program
source codes for a lightweight block cipher using ChatGPT, exploring its potential and limita-
tions in the field of cryptography.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The advent of deep learning models has revolutionized the field of artificial intelligence, with a
significant milestone being the 2012 victory of Krizhevsky et al.’s model in the ImageNet Large
Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [1] [2]. This breakthrough marked the onset of
deep learning’s dominance in areas such as image and speech recognition, and natural language
processing. The development of large language models (LLMs), exemplified by ChatGPT [3],
represents a significant advancement in natural language processing, with ChatGPT achieving a
global user base of over 100 million by 2023.

In the dynamic field of cybersecurity, innovative methods are continuously sought to strengthen
cyber defense. LLMs like ChatGPT have been instrumental in various cybersecurity domains, in-
cluding Security Operations Centers (SOC) and educational initiatives. SOCs, which play a vital
role in monitoring and responding to cyber incidents, have seen enhanced capabilities through
the integration of ChatGPT [4]. Similarly, the field of cybersecurity education has benefited from
the interactive learning experiences facilitated by ChatGPT [5]. However, the potential misuse of
LLMs in cyber-attacks is an area of growing concern. The ability of LLMs, such as ChatGPT,
to generate convincing sentences, images, and program source codes opens avenues for their ex-
ploitation in cyber-attacks like information gathering [6], phishing [7], and malware creation [8].

In the realm of symmetric-key cryptography, LLMs have shown promise in generating pro-
gram source codes for the ciphers AES, CHAM [9], and ASCON [10]. Differential cryptanalysis
[11] and linear cryptanalysis [12] have been pivotal in analyzing the symmetric-key block ciphers.
Recent studies have utilized Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) and the satisfiability
problem (SAT) to enhance these analyses [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18]. Since the methods using
MILP or SAT require not only the knowledge of cryptanalysis but also the highly programming
skills, there are barriers for beginners to overcome.

From the discussed points, it is evident that ChatGPT-4 has the potential to significantly
lower the barriers for beginners in the field of cryptanalysis. By simplifying the learning curve,
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ChatGPT-4 opens opportunities for a broader range of individuals to contribute to this challenging
yet crucial domain.

1.2 Our Contributions

The main objectives of this study were to explore the feasibility of employing ChatGPT in the im-
plementation of cryptanalytic program source codes, particularly for a lightweight block cipher,
and to assess the improvement in cryptanalysis efficiency. Our study makes several key contri-
butions to the field of cryptanalysis by leveraging the capabilities of large-scale language models
like ChatGPT. These contributions are outlined as follows:

• Acknowledging the ethical restrictions associated with large-scale language models, par-
ticularly in the context of cryptanalysis, we have carefully crafted the prompt inputs to
ensure that ChatGPT produces the desired output without violating ethical guidelines. This
approach also involved the application of state-of-the-art methods to enhance the output
accuracy of the language model.

• We have subdivided the steps required to implement a cryptanalysis program for a cryp-
tographic algorithm using ChatGPT and generalized them so that they can be applied to
other implementations. We have successfully demonstrated the implementation of SAT-
aided program source codes using ChatGPT, showcasing the model’s ability to contribute
to advanced cryptanalytic methods.

• Our study highlights ChatGPT’s capability in improving the efficiency of cryptanalytic pro-
cesses. This is a significant step forward in demonstrating the practical utility of large-scale
language models in the realm of cryptanalysis.

1.3 Ethical Considerations

In conducting our research, we sought to demonstrate the feasibility of generating cryptanalytic
programs using ChatGPT, primarily as a proof of concept. Our methodology for crafting prompts
was designed to contribute to the broader discourse on evaluating cryptographic security through
more generalized approaches.

It is imperative to state that our research does not endorse the use of ChatGPT or similar
technologies for the purpose of eavesdropping on encrypted communications. We recognize the
ethical implications associated with such practices and strongly advocate for responsible usage of
AI technology in cryptographic research. Our focus lies in exploring the potential of these tools to
enhance understanding and evaluation of cryptographic systems, not to undermine their security
or privacy.

1.4 Organization

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents related research on ChatGPT. We generalize
the implementation of cryptanalytic programs for a cryptographic algorithm using ChatGPT in
Section 3. Section 4 discusses the satisfiability problem (SAT) and its application to cryptanalysis.
Section 5 details the internal structure of the lightweight block cipher SLIM. Section 6 covers the
implementation of cryptanalytic programs using ChatGPT. The discussion and conclusions are
presented in Sections 7 and 8, respectively.
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2 Related Works

2.1 Previous Works about ChatGPT

ChatGPT [3] is one of the most famous LLMs all over the world. Although ChatGPT offers
tremendous positive benefits, there is a growing concern over its potential misuse in cybersecurity.
Gupta et al. proposed the impact of generative AI in cybersecurity and privacy [4]. They showed
the following roadmap: 1) Attacking ChatGPT, 2) Cyber offense, and 3) Cyber defense.

The attacks against ChatGPT are jailbreaks [19] [20] [21] and a backdoor attack [22]. The
Do Anything Now (DAN) command caused ChatGPT to output even content that was originally
restricted [19]. Liu et al. discovered the number of different prompt types which could jailbreak
LLMs [20]. Deng et al. revealed the presence of multilingual jailbreak challenges within LLMs
and considered two potential risk scenarios: unintentional and intentional [21]. Shi et al. proposed
BatGPT, the backdoor attack against reinforcement learning fine-tuning in language models [22].

The cyber offences using ChatGPT are a target information collection [6], phishing attacks
[7], and malware code generations [8]. Derner et al. showed that ChatGPT could be exploited by
malicious actors to gather information on targets from publicly available sources [6]. Saha Roy et
al. identified several malicious prompts that could be provided to ChatGPT to generate functional
phishing websites [7]. Pa Pa et al. revealed that it was possible to generate the functional malware
and attack tools using ChatGPT [8]. They also showed that existing defense solutions detected
some AI-generated malware as threats while the virus total detection percentage was lower than
30% in all cases.

The cyber defenses using ChatGPT are an application in Security Operations Center (SOC)
[4] and a cyber security education [5]. Gupta et al. proposed that ChatGPT was able to reduce
the workload of overworked SOC analysts by automatically analyzing cybersecurity incidents.
They also showed that ChartGPT was able to help the analyst make strategic recommendations to
support instant and long-term defense measures [4]. AI-Hawawreh et al. pointed out one of the
positive benefits of ChatGPT was educating non-cybersecurity experts [5]. It engaged with the
users at their level of expertise and provided detailed information and explanation.

2.2 Applying ChatGPT to the Symmetric-key Ciphers

Deep learning’s application to the symmetric-key cryptanalysis was notably advanced by Gohr
et al. [23]. After [23], cryptanalyses based on deep learning have been proposed [24] [25].
Benamira et al. analyzed the effectiveness deep learning in differential cryptanalysis and improved
the Gohr’s result [24]. Teng et al. evaluated the security of the lightweight block ciphers LBC-
IoT and SLIM against neural distinguishers and revealed the position where the round keys were
included in round functions had a significant impact on distinguishing probability [25].

Kwon et al. showed that ChatGPT was applicable to implement program source codes of the
symmetric-key block ciphers AES and CHAM [9]. Cintas-Canto et al. revealed that they could
implement the program source code of ASCON, which was selected as a NIST lightweight block
cipher, using ChatGPT [10]. To our knowledge, these research were the first examples of applying
ChatGPT to the symmetric-key block ciphers.

2.3 The Differences between Previous Works and Ours

Recent advancements in artificial intelligence, specifically in LLMs like ChatGPT, have opened
new avenues in cybersecurity and cryptography. This study explores the application of ChatGPT
in cryptanalysis, particularly focusing on a lightweight block cipher.

While there is a significant amount of research on ChatGPT in the field of cybersecurity and
cryptography, our study takes a unique approach. Previous works [9] [10] have primarily focused
on using ChatGPT for the implementations of cryptography. In contrast, the main objective of our
study was to implement the cryptanalytic programs for a lightweight block cipher using ChatGPT.
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This represents a novel application of ChatGPT in the domain of cryptanalysis, specifically target-
ing the vulnerabilities of lightweight block cipher. Our approach involves leveraging ChatGPT’s
natural language processing capabilities to analyze and interpret a cryptographic algorithm and
then apply this implementing cryptanalytic programs about a lightweight block cipher.

This study differentiates itself from existing works by focusing on the application of ChatGPT
in cryptanalysis, particularly in the context of lightweight block ciphers. This innovative approach
has the potential to enhance the effectiveness of cryptanalysis methods and provide deeper insights
into the security of cryptographic algorithms.

3 Generalization for the Implementation of Cryptanalytic Pro-
grams Using ChatGPT

3.1 Overview

We generalize the implementation of cryptanalytic programs for a cryptographic algorithm using
ChatGPT. Figure 1 illustrates the overview of implementation using ChatGPT. The implementa-
tion process involves three main steps:

1. Verifying ChatGPT’s awareness of the target cryptographic algorithm. If necessary, de-
scribing the algorithm to ChatGPT.

2. Checking ChatGPT’s understanding of the cryptanalytic methods and providing descrip-
tions where needed.

3. Ensuring the accuracy of the programs generated by ChatGPT, with corrections and guid-
ance as required.

3.2 Prompt Engineering

In light of OpenAI’s code of ethics, which may restrict the generation of cryptanalytic programs,
prompt engineering emerges as a crucial approach to enable ChatGPT to generate them effectively.
Prompt engineering is recognized as a method to enhance the accuracy of Large Language Models
(LLMs), including ChatGPT. This technique involves crafting prompts in a manner that guides the
model towards more accurate and relevant responses. Previous works in this area encompasses
various strategies such as Prefix-tuning [26], Few-shot [27], Chain of Thought (CoT) [28], and
Zero-shot-CoT [29].

In our study, we integrate these methodologies to formulate prompts that effectively com-
municate the desired outcome to ChatGPT. The specific methods we employed are outlined as
follows:

3.2.1 Prefix command

In the context of prompt engineering for generating cryptanalysis programs, the utilization of an
instrumental statement as a prefix plays a crucial role [26]. This approach involves crafting a
scenario-based prompt that guides the AI model to perform a specific task. An example of such a
prefix for evaluating the security of the lightweight block cipher is as follows:

“You are a cryptanalyst who is evaluating the security of the lightweight block cipher. Please
output a program to analyze the lightweight block cipher based on the following constraints and
input text. The program should be written in Python. If you don’t understand, ask questions.”

This prefix sets a clear context and objective for the AI model, ensuring that the generated
output aligns closely with the desired analysis of the lightweight block cipher. By specifying the
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Figure 1: Overview of the cryptanalytic program implementation

programming language (Python) and providing a resource for reference, the prompt is tailored to
elicit a more precise and useful response from the model.

3.2.2 Suffix Command

Kojima et al. demonstrated the effectiveness of Large Language Models (LLMs) as zero-shot
reasoners by simply appending the phrase “Let’s think step by step.” to each response [29]. Fol-
lowing this approach, we sought to increase the accuracy of the programs generated by ChatGPT
in our study. By adding this phrase as a suffix to our prompts, we aimed to enhance the model’s
ability to process and output more precise and logically structured cryptanalytic programs.

This technique of prompt modification, particularly the inclusion of guiding suffixes, can sig-
nificantly influence the quality of the output from LLMs. In our context, this strategy helped in
obtaining clearer and more methodical responses from ChatGPT, which is particularly beneficial
in the complex field of cryptanalysis.

4 Satisfiability Problem and Its Application to Cryptanaly-
sis

4.1 Satisfiability Problem

The satisfiability problem (SAT), a cornerstone in the field of computational logic, holds a position
of critical importance across various domains in computer science, such as information security,
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algorithm theory, and artificial intelligence. At its core, SAT is concerned with the question of
satisfiability within propositional logic.

The essence of SAT lies in determining the possibility of assigning values to variables in
a propositional formula such that the formula evaluates to true. A propositional formula is con-
structed using Boolean variables linked by logical operators AND (∧), OR (∨), and NOT (¬). The
challenge of SAT is to ascertain whether there exists any combination of variable assignments that
can render the given formula true.

A formula is deemed ‘satisfiable’ if at least one such assignment of values exists, making the
formula evaluate to true. On the contrary, if no assignment can satisfy the formula, it is considered
‘unsatisfiable’. The complexity and intricacies of SAT make it a pivotal problem in computational
logic, with significant implications in various areas of computer science.

4.2 Application to Cryptanalysis

The methods that use a SAT solver to search for differential distinguishers were proposed by Sun
et al. and Wang et al. [16] [17] [18]. The following outlines the SAT modeling methods. For
more details, please refer to the references [16] [17] [18].

Let the symbol αi (0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) denote the i-th bit of the n-bit vector α. We always use α0 to
stand for the most-significant bit.

Differential model 1 (Branching) [17]

For the n-bit branching operation, denote α ∈ Fn
2 the input differential, β ∈ Fn

2 and γ ∈ Fn
2 the two

output differences. The differential holds if and only if the values of α, β, and γ validate all the
assertions in the following.

αi ∨ βi = 1
αi ∨ βi = 1
αi ∨ γi = 1
αi ∨ γi = 1

 (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1)

Differential model 2 (XOR) [17]

For the n-bit XOR operation, we use α ∈ Fn
2 and β ∈ Fn

2 to represent the two input differences and
denote the output difference as γ ∈ Fn

2. The differential holds if and only if the values of α, β, and
γ validate all the assertions in the following.

αi ∨ βi ∨ γi = 1
αi ∨ βi ∨ γi = 1
αi ∨ βi ∨ γi = 1
αi ∨ βi ∨ γi = 1

 (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1)

Differential model 3 (S-box) [18]

For an S-box f : Fn
2 → Fm

2 , the differential probability is denoted as p(α, β), where α ∈ Fn
2 is

the input difference and β ∈ Fm
2 is the output difference. If the minimal non-zero differential

probability of S-box is 2−s, we introduce s auxiliary variables w = (w0, w1, . . . , ws−1) satisfying
wi+1 ≤ wi, (0 ≤ i ≤ s − 2) to calculate the non-zero differential probability. In order to build the
differential SAT model of S-box, we introduce a Boolean function as follows.

g (α, β, w) =
{

1, if p(α, β) = 2−
∑s−1

i=0 wi

0, otherwise.

Abdelkhalek et al. proposed how to reduce the number of clauses for Boolean function by
application of the Quine–McCluskey (QM) algorithm and Espresso algorithm [30].
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5 Lightweight Block Cipher

Kwon et al. have previously demonstrated the applicability of ChatGPT in implementing program
source codes for the symmetric-key block ciphers, specifically AES and CHAM [9]. They made
their selection based on one cipher being an International Standard Cipher and the other from
diverse perspectives. Building upon the work of Kwon et al., in this study, we have chosen to
focus on one of the less popular lightweight cryptographic algorithms. This selection aligns with
our goal to extend the scope of ChatGPT’s applicability in cryptographic program implementation,
especially in the context of lightweight block ciphers that are becoming increasingly relevant in
modern cryptography.

The symmetric-key block cipher SLIM, proposed by Aboushosha et al. [31], is a lightweight
cryptographic algorithm tailored for efficient operation in RFID systems. It is characterized by a
32-bit block size, an 80-bit secret key, and a recommended number of 32 rounds to ensure security
and efficiency.

Figure 2: Round function.

The round function of SLIM, depicted in Figure 2, is a key element of its operational process.
The substitution layer, a crucial component of the round function, consists of parallel 4-bit S-
boxes. The S-box table, detailed in Table 1, is designed to provide non-linearity in the cipher’s
operation. Additionally, the permutation layer, which takes a 16-bit input, performs a specified
permutation as outlined in Table 2. This layer plays a vital role in ensuring the diffusion property
of the cipher.

Table 1: S-box

x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F
S (x) C 5 6 B 9 0 A D 3 E F 8 4 7 1 2

Table 2: Permutation layer

j 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
P( j) 7 13 1 8 11 14 2 5 4 10 15 0 3 6 9 12

Considering the scope and objectives of our research, we have not utilized the key generation
part under examination. Therefore, this part is omitted from our analysis and discussion. Such a
decision aligns with our research focus and does not detract from the integrity or comprehensive-
ness of our findings.
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6 Applications of ChatGPT to Implementation for the Crypt-
analytic Programs

In this study, we explore the potential of ChatGPT, particularly its version 4, in assisting with the
implementation of cryptanalytic programs, focusing on the lightweight block cipher SLIM. The
process we followed is illustrated in Figure 1. The approach involved making use of both prefix
and suffix commands explained in Section 3 in every prompt provided to ChatGPT-4, aiming to
maximize the effectiveness and accuracy of the program generation process.

This utilization of ChatGPT-4, enhanced by strategic prompt engineering through prefixes
and suffixes, represents an innovative approach in the field of cryptanalysis. It underlines the
potential of leveraging advanced AI-based tools to develop sophisticated cryptanalytic algorithms,
especially in the context of lightweight cryptographic algorithm like SLIM.

6.1 Confirmation of the Cryptographic Algorithm

A key aspect of our methodology involved querying the ChatGPT-4 model to ascertain its famil-
iarity with the lightweight block cipher SLIM. The objective was to determine whether the model,
trained until April 2023, possessed knowledge about this specific cryptographic algorithm.

The process included a direct inquiry to ChatGPT regarding the SLIM cipher. The results
of this confirmation are presented in Table 3. The findings suggested that GPT-4, as of its latest
training, lacked information on the SLIM algorithm. This highlighted a gap in the model’s training
with respect to the SLIM cipher.

Given this gap, we proceeded to familiarize ChatGPT with the structure of SLIM by intro-
ducing its documentation into the model. For this purpose, ChatGPT plugins were utilized to
efficiently load and process the relevant document [31].

6.2 Confirmation of the SAT-aided Cryptanalytic Methods

In our study, we conducted an evaluation to ascertain ChatGPT’s familiarity with SAT-aided crypt-
analytic methods. This assessment was crucial to understand the extent of ChatGPT’s capabilities
in applying these advanced cryptanalytic techniques. The results of this confirmation are docu-
mented in Table 11 and Table 12.

The responses obtained from ChatGPT indicate that the model has a recognition of the crypt-
analytic methods that utilize the Satisfiability Problem (SAT). This knowledge is pivotal for imple-
menting advanced cryptanalysis strategies, particularly those that involve SAT as a tool to analyze
cryptographic algorithms. We also familiarized ChatGPT with the differential models using SAT
by introducing [17] to generate program codes.

6.3 Implementation of Cryptanalytic Programs

6.3.1 Basic Structure

Our initial step in this study involved directing ChatGPT to devise a program aimed at searching
for differential distinguishers using SAT (Satisfiability Problem). This task was pivotal in assess-
ing ChatGPT’s proficiency in generating foundational structures for cryptanalytic programs.

The basic structure of the program generated by ChatGPT is presented in Table 4. This table
illustrates ChatGPT’s capability to conceptualize and construct the essential components of the
desired program, aligning with the requirements of SAT-based cryptanalysis.
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Table 3: Confirmation of the lightweight block cipher SLIM

[We] You are a cryptanalyst who is evaluating the security of the lightweight block
cipher. If you don’t understand, ask questions.
Do you know about the lightweight block cipher SLIM ?
Let’s think step by step.
[ChatGPT] Lightweight cryptography is a branch of cryptographic techniques designed
for devices and systems with limited resources. It is particularly pertinent in the context
of Internet of Things (IoT) devices and smart cards, which operate under constraints in
processing power, memory, and energy. The primary goal of lightweight cryptography,
including algorithms like SLIM, is to balance efficiency and security within resource-
constrained environments. These algorithms are characterized by their low computa-
tional costs, minimal memory requirements, and reduced power consumption, making
them suitable for battery-operated devices.

1. Low Computational Cost: Lightweight cryptographic algorithms are designed
to perform securely and effectively with minimal computational resources.

2. Minimal Memory Usage: These algorithms are optimized for operation in en-
vironments with limited memory capacity, ensuring efficient performance.

3. Reduced Power Consumption: Crucial for battery-powered devices,
lightweight cryptography algorithms are engineered to consume minimal power.

SLIM, as an example of lightweight cryptography, embodies these characteristics,
maintaining a high level of security even in resource-restricted settings. However, for
detailed information on the specific algorithms and performance of SLIM, it is essential
to refer to specialized literature and research materials. Keeping abreast of the latest
developments in this rapidly evolving field is crucial.

The prefix and suffix are shown in italics.
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Table 4: Basic Structure Generated by ChatGPT

[We] You are a cryptanalyst who is evaluating the security of the lightweight
block cipher. Please output a program to analyze the lightweight block cipher
based on the following constraints and input text. The program should be
written in Python. If you don’t understand, ask questions.
Would you write a code with PySAT to search for differential paths using SAT?
Let’s think step by step.
[ChatGPT]

from pysat.formula import CNF
from pysat.solvers import Solver
class SLIM_SAT_Model:
def __init__(self):
self.cnf = CNF()

def s_box(self, input):
# TODO: Model the S-box layer
pass

def p_layer(self, input, output):
# TODO: Model the Permutation layer
pass

def xor_model(self, input1, input2, output):
# TODO: Model the XOR operation
pass

def branching_model(self, input, output1, output2):
# TODO: Model the Branching operation
pass

def slim(self, input, round):
# TODO: Model the entire process
pass

def solve(self):
with Solver(name="***") as solver:
solver.append_formula(self.cnf.clauses)
result_model = solver.get_model()
return solver.solve(), result_model
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6.3.2 Differential Models

In our continued exploration of ChatGPT’s utility in cryptanalysis, we further directed the model
to develop programs for differential models. This task was aimed at constructing sophisticated
components of cryptanalytic programs, particularly focusing on branching and XOR operations,
which are fundamental in differential cryptanalysis.

The results of this task are detailed in Table 5 and Table 6. These tables illustrate the developed
models for branching and XOR operations, respectively. They represent ChatGPT’s ability to
generate nuanced and specific components of cryptanalytic programs, further demonstrating its
utility in the field of cryptanalysis.

Table 5: Differential Model for Branching Operation Generated by ChatGPT

[We] You are a cryptanalyst who is evaluating the security of the lightweight
block cipher. Please output a program to analyze the lightweight block cipher
based on the following constraints and input text. The program should be
written in Python. If you don’t understand, ask questions.
Would you generate a code of the branching model by referring [17]?
Let’s think step by step.
[ChatGPT]

def branching_model(self, input, output1, output2):
# input: list of input bits
# output1: list of output1 bits
# output2: list of output2 bits

# Model branching operation
for i in range(len(input)):
# If input is 1, both outputs are 1
self.cnf.append([-input[i],output1[i]])
self.cnf.append([-input[i],output2[i]])

# If input is 0, both outputs are 0
self.cnf.append([input[i],-output1[i]])
self.cnf.append([input[i],-output2[i]])

6.3.3 Other Functions

In addressing the S-box layer, we conducted the Espresso algorithm as proposed by Abdelkhalek
et al. [30], executing Logic Friday operations manually. ChatGPT was utilized to implement the
remaining aspects of the S-box layer. The outcomes of this phase are summarized in Table 7.
The function termed ‘pos_form()’ is particularly notable for generating clauses that represent the
product-of-sum form of the S-box.

We further extended our study by directing ChatGPT to develop programs for the permutation
layer and the SLIM cipher. The outcomes of these tasks are detailed in Table 8 for the permutation
layer and Table 9 for the SLIM cipher.
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Table 6: Differential Model for XOR Operation Generated by ChatGPT

[We] You are a cryptanalyst who is evaluating the security of the lightweight
block cipher. Please output a program to analyze the lightweight block cipher
based on the following constraints and input text. The program should be
written in Python. If you don’t understand, ask questions.
Would you generate a code of the XOR model by referring [17]?
Let’s think step by step.
[ChatGPT]

def xor_model(self, input1, input2, output):
# For each bit position, XOR operation
for alpha, beta, gamma in zip(input1, input2, output):
# If alpha and beta are 0, gamma is 0
self.cnf.append([-alpha, -beta, -gamma])

# If alpha is 1 and beta is 0, gamma is 1
self.cnf.append([alpha, -beta, gamma])

# If alpha is 0 and beta is 1, gamma is 1
self.cnf.append([-alpha, beta, gamma])

# If alpha and beta are 1, gamma is 0
self.cnf.append([alpha, beta, -gamma])

7 Evaluations and Discussions

7.1 Comprehensive Evaluation based on ISO/IEC 25010

In our study, the cryptanalytic programs developed using ChatGPT were evaluated based on the
ISO/IEC 25010 software product quality model. This model encompasses eight distinct quality
characteristics, each assessed on a three-point scale: high, medium, and low. The characteristics
and their respective evaluations are depicted in Figure 3 and summarized in Table 10.

As shown in the Table 10, the results were good. The programs were evaluated to be highly
usable and maintainable since their operations were explained without any instructions. Some
quality characteristics were evaluated as medium because there was no description of the program
in terms of compatibility, security, and portability. However, since they were not included in the
instructions, it is assumed that ChatGPT did not take these points into consideration.

7.2 Discussions

We discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using ChatGPT in the implementation of crypt-
analytic programs.

7.2.1 Advantages of using ChatGPT-4

The rapid advancement in artificial intelligence has led to the development of sophisticated tools
like ChatGPT-4, which have significant implications in the field of cryptanalysis.

Since ChatGPT-4 is equipped with knowledge about SAT and differential cryptanalysis, it can
facilitate the creation of relevant programs with minimal instructions. This capability is especially
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Table 7: S-box Layer Implementation

[We] You are a cryptanalyst who is evaluating the security of the lightweight
block cipher. Please output a program to analyze the lightweight block cipher
based on the following constraints and input text. The program should be
written in Python. If you don’t understand, ask questions.
Would you generate a code for the S-box ?
Let’s think step by step.
[ChatGPT]

def s_box(self, variables):
for i in range(4):
x1, x2, x3, x4 = [variables]
y1, y2, y3, y4 = [variables]
w1, w2, w3 = [variables]
clauses = self.pos_form(x1,x2,x3,x4,y1,y2,y3,y4,w1,w2,w3)
for clause in clauses:
self.cnf.append(clause)

Figure 3: Software product quality model

beneficial for beginners in the field, who can leverage ChatGPT-4’s expertise to gain a compre-
hensive understanding of complex cryptanalytic methods. A notable example is the SAT-aided
cryptanalytic method [17], where ChatGPT-4 can effectively summarize and present the content,
making it more accessible to novices.

Furthermore, ChatGPT-4’s ability to detect and correct errors during program implementation
is invaluable. This feature not only saves time but also ensures the accuracy of the cryptographic
algorithms being implemented. As a result, beginners can implement programs more efficiently,
reducing the likelihood of discouraging setbacks.

From the discussed points, it is evident that ChatGPT-4 has the potential to significantly
lower the barriers for beginners in the field of cryptanalysis. By simplifying the learning curve,
ChatGPT-4 opens up opportunities for a broader range of individuals to contribute to this chal-
lenging yet crucial domain.
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Table 8: Permutation layer

[We] You are a cryptanalyst who is evaluating the security of the lightweight
block cipher. Please output a program to analyze the lightweight block cipher
based on the following constraints and input text. The program should be
written in Python. If you don’t understand, ask questions.
Would you generate a code for the permutation P accepts 16-bit inputs and
permutes these according to Table P ?
Let’s think step by step.
[ChatGPT]

def p_layer(self, in, out):
#Permutation layer using the Table P
P = [7,13,1,8,11,14,2,5,4,10,15,0,3,6,9,12]

for i in range(16):
out[i] = in[P[i]]

7.2.2 Disadvantages of using ChatGPT-4

This paper examines the challenges and limitations encountered when using advanced AI tools
like ChatGPT-4 in the field of cryptanalysis. While these tools offer substantial benefits, partic-
ularly for beginners, certain intrinsic disadvantages must be addressed, especially when imple-
menting complex cryptographic algorithms.

A critical issue with outputs from ChatGPT, including version 4, was the occurrence of halluci-
nations or inaccuracies. For instance, during the implementation of a program for the lightweight
block cipher SLIM using ChatGPT, the output erroneously included "mix columns" – a component
not inherent to the SLIM round function. Such inaccuracies highlight the necessity of rigorous
verification when using ChatGPT for cryptanalytic program implementation. The algorithm’s
correctness must be thoroughly checked against reliable cryptographic specification.

Moreover, even upon correction of the initial errors, subsequent iterations of the program
generation by ChatGPT might still contain flaws. In our study, this led to the final program
corrections being conducted manually. This requirement of manual intervention underscores the
limitations of relying solely on AI tools for accurate cryptographic programming.

While ChatGPT-4 presents a revolutionary step in aiding cryptographic analysis and program
implementation, particularly for beginners, its current iteration requires careful oversight. Users
must remain vigilant and verify all outputs against established cryptographic principles to ensure
accuracy and reliability.

8 Conclusion

In this study, we embarked on the ambitious task of implementing cryptanalytic programs for the
lightweight block cipher SLIM, utilizing the advanced capabilities of ChatGPT. Our evaluation
of the programs generated by ChatGPT revealed favorable results, underscoring the potential of
AI-assisted cryptographic analysis.

The landscape of lightweight block ciphers is rapidly evolving, with lots of proposals and
analytical methods emerging. This dynamic environment presents a unique challenge for cryp-
tographers, particularly novices or researchers diversifying into new analysis methodologies. The
approach we developed in this study, employing ChatGPT for the implementation of cryptanalytic
programs, offers a promising avenue for efficiently evaluating the security of these ciphers.
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Table 9: Differential Propagation Analysis Model for SLIM

[We] You are a cryptanalyst who is evaluating the security of the lightweight
block cipher. Please output a program to analyze the lightweight block cipher
based on the following constraints and input text. The program should be
written in Python. If you don’t understand, ask questions.
Would you generate a python code for SLIM ?
Let’s think step by step.
[ChatGPT]

def slim(self, variables, round):
left = [variables]
right = [variables]

for round in range(1, round):
# 1. Branching on the right half
right_branch = [variables]
right_bottom = [variables]
self.branching_model(right, right_branch, right_bottom)

# 2. S-box layer
right_after_s = [variables]
self.s_box(variables)

# 3. Permutation layer
right_after_p = [0] * 16
self.p_layer(right_after_s, right_after_p)

# 4. XOR operation
left_after_xor = [variables]
self.xor_model(right_after_p, left, left_after_xor)

# 5. Swap the halves
left = right_bottom
right = left_after_xor

Looking forward, a key area for future research is prompt engineering. This involves refining
the method by which ChatGPT is instructed, to enhance its accuracy and reliability in producing
the desired output. Such advancements in prompt engineering will be crucial in ensuring that
ChatGPT becomes an even more effective tool for cryptanalysis, capable of meeting the nuanced
demands of cryptographic research.
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Table 11: Confirmation of the SAT-aided Cryptanalytic Methods 1

[We] You are a cryptanalyst who is evaluating the security of the lightweight
block cipher. If you don’t understand, ask questions.
Do you know about cryptanalytic methods using SAT?
Let’s think step by step.
[ChatGPT] Yes, cryptanalytic methodologies using SAT (Satisfiability Test-
ing) are an interesting application in the field of cryptography. Here’s a brief
overview:

1. SAT Solvers: SAT solvers are algorithms that determine whether a given
Boolean formula can be satisfied. In other words, they check if there’s a
combination of true/false assignments to the variables in a formula such
that the overall formula evaluates to true.

2. Application in Cryptanalysis: In cryptanalysis, SAT solvers can be
used to attack cryptographic algorithms. By translating the operations
of a cryptographic algorithm into a Boolean formula, a SAT solver can
be used to find inputs (like keys or plaintexts) that produce a given output
(like ciphertext).

3. Boolean Satisfiability in Cryptography: Most cryptographic algo-
rithms can be expressed in terms of Boolean operations. Therefore, it’s
possible to represent the process of encrypting or decrypting a message
as a Boolean formula. This representation includes constraints that the
correct key or message must satisfy.

4. Advantages and Challenges:

• Advantages: This method can be more efficient than brute force
methods, especially for certain types of ciphers or when the cryp-
tographic key is of a certain size. It’s also a general approach that
can be applied to different cryptographic algorithms.

• Challenges: However, the complexity of the Boolean formula in-
creases with the complexity of the cipher and the key length, often
making the method impractical for strong, modern encryption al-
gorithms with long keys.

5. Research and Development: The use of SAT solvers in cryptanalysis
is an area of active research. This includes developing more efficient
SAT solvers, as well as finding more effective ways of translating cryp-
tographic problems into SAT problems.

6. Ethical and Security Implications: While this method can be used
for academic and security research purposes (like testing the strength
of cryptographic algorithms), it also poses potential risks if used mali-
ciously to break encryption unlawfully.

In summary, using SAT solvers in cryptanalysis is a fascinating area that
bridges the gap between theoretical computer science and practical crypto-
graphic applications, offering insights into the strengths and weaknesses of
cryptographic systems.
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Table 12: Confirmation of the SAT-aided Cryptanalytic Methods 2

[We] You are a cryptanalyst who is evaluating the security of the lightweight
block cipher. If you don’t understand, ask questions.
In recent years, The methods for analyzing differential paths using SAT are
known. Do you know about them?
Let’s think step by step.
[ChatGPT] The use of SAT solvers for analyzing differential characteristics in
cryptographic systems is indeed an advanced and specialized topic in the field
of cryptography.

1. Differential Cryptanalysis: This is a method of cryptanalysis applica-
ble mainly to block ciphers that involves studying the effects of differ-
ences in the input on the differences at the output. The goal is often to
find a pair of inputs with a certain fixed difference that leads to a pre-
dictable difference at the output, which can then be exploited to retrieve
information about the secret key. SAT Solvers in Differential Cryptanal-
ysis: By formulating differential cryptanalysis as a Boolean satisfiabil-
ity problem, SAT solvers can be employed to find inputs that lead to a
particular output difference. This is done by encoding the cipher and
the desired property into a Boolean formula. This approach can auto-
mate the search for differential characteristics, which is otherwise a very
labor-intensive process. It can potentially uncover weaknesses in cryp-
tographic algorithms that might not be evident through manual analysis.

2. Complexity and Feasibility: The complexity of this task varies de-
pending on the cipher’s structure and the key length. For simpler or
reduced-round versions of some ciphers, this method can be quite effec-
tive. However, for full-round, modern encryption algorithms, the size
and complexity of the Boolean formulas can become prohibitively large,
making the analysis using SAT solvers challenging.

3. Research and Development: There is ongoing research in this field to
improve the efficiency of SAT solvers and the methods of translating
cryptographic problems into SAT problems. Researchers also continu-
ously explore ways to optimize the encoding of differential characteris-
tics into Boolean formulas to make the analysis more feasible.

4. Applications and Implications: Such analyses are crucial for assess-
ing the security of cryptographic algorithms against differential attacks.
They are also important for designing new ciphers that are resistant to
these types of attacks.


